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ABSTRACT

Complex polarizations of elastic waves allow mode conversions between two solids, making wave mode separation extremely difficult even
for a narrow frequency range with resonant metamaterials. In this Letter, a non-resonant elastic metasurface design is proposed to achieve a
perfect splitting of longitudinal and shear waves in space. The key to this broadband design is a singly polarized solid with engineered static
elastic tensor, which provides a tool to tune the polarization through non-resonant microstructure design. Both full-wave simulations and
experiments are conducted to validate the mode splitting function of the designed metasurface. Potential applications such as elastic wave
shifting and selective wave mode focusing are also demonstrated. This research provides an alternative route to design broadband and
compact metasurfaces for elastic wave communications, biomedical diagnosis, and wave-based damage evaluations.

VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0005408

In recent years, a rapid growth of research in acoustic and elec-
tromagnetic (EM) wave manipulation via metamaterials has been
observed.1–3 Compared to bulky metamaterials, the metasurface is a
planar version of metamaterials with compact microstructures for pur-
posed wave engineering. It is first conceived for EM waves to tune the
refraction4 and extended straightforwardly to acoustic wave
manipulations.5–9

Unlike in acoustic or EM waves, the wave manipulation of elastic
waves10–14 is facing severe difficulties that are closely related to the
more complex wave polarization characteristics in solids than that in
air or fluid. The emergence of resonance-based elastic metamaterials
(EMMs) provides a very efficient way to achieve peculiar wave
trajectory manipulations15–18 and elastic wave mode separation/
conversion19–23 in a certain frequency range. Various resonance-based
elastic metasurface designs have also been explored.24–28 Lee et al.24

designed a metasurface that can achieve full transmission beam steer-
ing of longitudinal (L) waves by independently amplifying the effective
mass and weakening stiffness. Kim et al.25 also used the metasurface to
realize the broad-angle mode conversion of elastic waves. More
recently, Cao et al.26 introduced the concept of disorder effects into
the elastic metasurface and realized anomalous deflection and focusing

effects of flexural waves, which expanded the category of elastic meta-
surfaces. However, the undesired narrow band and loss intrinsically
associated with the resonant microstructures severely restrict the prac-
tical applications of elastic metasurfaces. To overcome the limitations
of resonance, Zheng et al.29 designed a non-resonance singly polarized
solid (SPS), which can be a good starting point for broadband elastic
metasurface design.

In this Letter, a non-resonant elastic metasurface will be proposed
and validated, which can completely split L and shear (S) waves in
space with desired propagating directions and minimum losses over a
broad frequency range. Peculiar elastic wave controls, such as elastic
wave shifting and selective wave mode focusing, will also be demon-
strated, providing an alternative route for elastic wave communication
or biomedical imaging applications.

Two wave modes, namely L and S waves orthogonal each other,
are supported in two-dimensional (2D) isotropic solids (C11;C66; q).
Conversions between these two wave modes occur when oblique inci-
dences happen at the interface between two different media. This
results in extremely complex reflection and transmission responses
even for a sandwiched solid layer case, as shown in Fig. 1(a). With an
SPS29 being replaced in the sandwiched layer, we can simplify the
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wave responses, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The SPSs through microstruc-
ture design allow only one transmitted mode and therefore reduce
the number of the reflected and transmitted waves. Further investiga-
tion shows that the positive SPS (CS

11 ¼ CS
22;C

S
12 > 0;qs) supports

only limited polarization and is unable to fulfill the wave mode
splitting (see the supplementary material). Thus, a negative SPS
(CS

11 ¼ CS
22;C

S
12 < 0; qs, the same as below) is selected to design the

elastic metasurface, which completely splits the L and S waves in space,
as shown schematically in Fig. 1(c).

The key to the wave mode splitting is the negative SPS’s unique
wave property. Figure 1(d) shows the equi-frequency curve (EFC) and
the supported wave polarization vectors in a negative SPS. Comparing
with conventional solids, it can be found that the negative SPS has
only one circular EFC with all possible polarization angles (from 0� to
90�). In addition, by rotating the angle / between the global coordi-
nate system and the SPS’s principal axis, supported wave polarization
can be adjusted accordingly, which is very convenient for subsequent
metasurface design.

Following the analysis inside the SPS, the wave behavior at the
two interfaces between the SPS and the isotropic matrix solids is then
studied. First, the upper interface under S-wave incidence is consid-
ered with the EFCs of the two media being shown in Fig. 2(a). Based
on the Snell law, it can be found that the reflected L wave and trans-
mitted wave vanish for hi > hcr1 ¼ sin�1ðkL=kSÞ and hi > hcr2

¼ sin�1ðkT=kSÞ, respectively. Here, hi denotes the incident angle and
kL; kS denote the wave vectors of L and S waves, respectively. As a
result, a total reflection of the S wave can be obtained when

hi > hcr ¼ max hcr1; hcr2
� �

: (1)

In order to achieve the perfect wave mode splitting result in Fig.
1(c), a total transmission of an L wave should also be satisfied. For an

oblique L-wave incidence in Fig. 2(b), the total transmission of an L
wave means that both reflected L and S waves should be eliminated,
which implies a generalized L-wave impedance matching condition
(a detailed derivation can be found in the supplementary material)

ZS
T ¼ ZL þ Z�; (2a)

where ZS
T ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
CS
11qs

p
= cos ht represents the generalized impedance of

the transmitted wave in the SPS (ht denotes the transmitted angle) and
ZL ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C11q
p

= cos hi represents the generalized impedance of an L
wave in the isotropic solid. Besides, an additional impedance term,

Z� ¼ 4
ffiffi
q
p

C2
66 sin

2hi

C11
ffiffiffiffiffi
C11
p

cos hi
� 4

ffiffi
q
p

C66 sin2h
i

ffiffiffiffiffi
C11
p

cos hi
, needs to be added in the matching

condition to compensate the shear effect in solids. It should also be
mentioned that the principal orientation of SPS / also needs to satisfy
the following condition:

tan 2/ ¼ C66 sin 2h
i

ðC11 � C66 þ C66 cos 2h
iÞ
: (2b)

Numerical simulations with three incident angles hi ¼ 15�; 30�,
and 45� were conducted to validate the derived wave mode splitting
conditions. Based on Eqs. (2a) and (2b), three metasurfaces were
designed for the corresponding incident angles. hcrS1, hcrS2, and hcrS3 are
the derived critical angles for the total S-wave reflections in the three
cases, respectively. The corresponding normalized L- and S- wave field
results of the three cases are shown in Fig. 2(c). First, it can be found
from the three L-wave fields that total L-wave transmissions are
achieved for all three cases. Second, only the third case shows the total
S-wave reflection since only hi ¼ 45� is larger than its corresponding
critical angle hcrS3 as predicated by Eq. (1). Therefore, the simulation
results verify the above derivations.

FIG. 1. The wave responses in (a) a conventional solid, (b) a positive SPS, and (c)
a negative SPS that is sandwiched into isotropic solids under simultaneous L and S
wave incidences. (d) The equi-frequency curve (EFC) of a negative SPS with the
wave polarization vectors.

FIG. 2. The EFC analysis based on SPS and isotropic solid under (a) S-wave (total
reflection) and (b) L-wave incidences, respectively. (c) The simulation results based
on SPSs under the L-and S-wave incidences at 15�; 30�; and 45�.
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Based on the above analysis, a concave hexagon configuration
was first chosen as the candidate microstructure of the SPS, and the
trapezoidal masses were added to meet the required impedance
matching conditions,30,31 as shown in Fig. 3(a). Then, numerical simu-
lations were performed with the incident angle being hi ¼ 45�. By
using the numerical-based effective medium method,29,30 the corre-
sponding effective material parameters and geometric parameters of
the aluminum-based SPS unit cell can be found in the supplementary
material. As shown in the normalized simulation results in Fig. 3(a),
with the L-wave incidence into the SPS metasurface at 45�, the trans-
mitted L wave still propagates along its original direction, while no
reflected L wave is observed. On the contrary, the incident S wave is
totally reflected by the metasurface. As a result, the designed elastic
metasurface is shown to completely split the incident L and S waves
and guide them along the two orthogonal directions. Note that in our
simulations, the very tiny principal orientation / ¼ 3:131� calculated
from Eq. (2b) can be approximated by / ¼ 0, which in fact can make
the boundary of the metasurface simpler and the overall pattern easier
for fabrication. (Details can be seen in the supplementary material.)

Furthermore, Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) confirm the broadband fea-
ture of the designed elastic metasurface in wave mode splitting. To
obtain the results in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), both COMSOL simula-
tions and transient experiments were conducted from 50 to 80 kHz
with an increment of 10 kHz. (The related details can be seen in
the supplementary material.) When the L wave is incident, it is

found that the transmitted energy rates obtained from both experi-
ments and simulations are mostly above 90%, while the reflected
energy rates are mostly less than 10%, as shown in Fig. 3(b). When
the S wave is incident, on the contrary, the reflected energy rates
reach almost 100% with the transmitted energy rates being close to
zero, as shown in Fig. 3(c). Therefore, the broadband feature is
well verified both by the numerical and experimental results, which
also agree well with each other.

For experiments, the elastic metasurface having the designed
microstructure pattern was fabricated in an aluminum plate by a
laser cutting technique, as shown in Fig. 4(a). As indicated in the
supplementary material, the performance of the designed SPS is not
sensitive to possible machining errors. To bridge the impedance mis-
match between the aluminum background and the elastic metasurface,
four columns of circular holes with a specific radius were machined to
match the L-wave impedance of the metasurface. Then, eight columns
of circular holes with the gradually changing radius are machined as
a transition medium, as shown in Fig. 4(a). (See details in the
supplementary material.) A transmitter (piezoelectric lead zirconate
titanate (PZT) in a d31 mode for the L wave and a magnetostrictive
patch transducer (MPT) for the S wave) is put on one side of the
intermediate structure to excite the L or S wave, and two sensors
[electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) for the L wave and
periodical permanent magnet electromagnetic acoustic transducers
(PPM-EMATs) for the S wave]24,32 are symmetrically located on both
sides of the metasurface to measure the transmitted signal (Sensor 1)

FIG. 3. (a) The detailed microstructure of the designed metasurface and the simula-
tion results under the L-wave or S-wave incidence. The energy rates of transmis-
sion and reflection at different frequencies under (b) the L-wave incidence and (c)
the S-wave incidence.

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental system and the enlarged view of machined microstruc-
tures. The experimental time-domain signals measured by Sensor 1 and Sensor 2
under the L wave’s incidence (b) and S wave’s incidence (c) at 70 kHz, respectively.
In (b) and (c), the green solid and magenta dashed lines represent the transmitted
and reflected signals, respectively.
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and reflected signal (Sensor 2), respectively. Blu-tack, a strong dissipa-
tion material, was attached along the edges of the aluminum plate to
ensure a good absorption of boundary-reflected waves,33 as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Other details of the experimental setup can be seen in the
supplementary material.

The experimentally measured time-domain signals for the L- and
S-wave incidences at 70 kHz are also shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c),
respectively. It can be found that the amplitudes of the transmitted
signals are 3–4 times larger than those of the reflected signals,
which means that the L wave can nearly pass through the metasur-
face, as shown in Fig. 4(b). On the contrary, almost all S waves are
totally reflected, as shown in Fig. 4(c). For better comparison, the
same wave experiments were performed with a reference

aluminum plate that has only the effective isotropic background
and perforated aluminum with gradient holes. (See Fig. S9 in the
supplementary material.) The results show that both the L and S
waves are transmitted with little reflection for the case of the refer-
ence aluminum plate. Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed
elastic metasurface in a wide range of frequencies can achieve the
2D elastic wave mode splitting in space.

Last but not least, two potential applications of the achieved elas-
tic metasurface for wave mode splitting are explored. As the first
example, an elastic wave shifter can be designed, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Like a periscope, the S wave can be shifted by a certain distance and
continue to travel parallel to the L wave. As the second example, a
curved elastic metasurface, as shown in Fig. 5(b), can achieve selected
wave mode focusing. The L waves can pass with little reflection, while
the S waves are reflected and focused at the focal point. These applica-
tions can be potentially useful in elaborately manipulating specific
wave modes.

In summary, a compact and non-resonant elastic metasurface,
with approximately 1/5 of the L-wave’s wavelength, was designed and
fabricated for broadband selective wave mode control. Based on the gen-
eralized L-wave impedance matching condition and the Snell law, the
designed elastic metasurface is shown to be able to completely separate L
and S waves and guide them to propagate along two separated direc-
tions, which are validated by both numerical simulations and experi-
ments. As potential applications of the metasurface, the shifting and
focusing of the S-wave mode among compound L and S waves were also
demonstrated. The proposed SPS metasurface is broadband in nature
and is more advantageous compared with common resonance-based
metasurfaces in the fields of elastic wave devices and communications.

See the supplementary material for details.
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